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People make sense of continuous streams of observed
behavior in part by segmenting them into events. Event
segmentation seems to be an ongoing component of
everyday perception. Events are segmented simul-
taneously at multiple timescales, and are grouped hier-
archically. Activity in brain regions including the
posterior temporal and parietal cortex and lateral frontal
cortex increases transiently at event boundaries. The
parsing of ongoing activity into events is related to
the updating of working memory, to the contents of
long-term memory, and to the learning of new pro-
cedures. Event segmentation might arise as a side effect
of an adaptive mechanism that integrates information
over the recent past to improve predictions about the
near future.

Making sense by segmenting
Imagine walking with a friend to a coffee shop. If asked to
describe this activity in more detail you might list a few of
the events that make it up. The events listed could be
broken up by changes in the physical features of the
activity, such as location: ‘We started out by going down
to the laboratory. We grabbed our coats and put them on.
Then we walked out of the building to the corner by the
subway station. . .’ Or, they could be broken up by changes
in conceptual features, such as your goals: ‘We started our
walk talking about how much construction is going on.
When the topic turned to the new building with the coffee
shop we decided to head over there to give it a try. . .’ Such
descriptions are typical of how people talk about events,
and they illustrate something important about perception:
people make sense of a complex dynamic world in part by
segmenting it into a modest number of meaningful units.
Recent research on event perception reveals that, as an
ongoing part of normal perception, people segment activity
into events and subevents. This segmentation is related to
core functions of cognitive control and memory encoding,
and is subserved by isolable neural mechanisms.

Events and their boundaries
By ‘event’ we mean a segment of time at a given location
that is conceived by an observer to have a beginning and an
end [1]. In particular we focus on the events that make up
everyday life on the timescale of a few seconds to tens of
minutes – things like opening an envelope, pouring coffee
into a cup, changing the diaper of a baby or calling a friend
on the phone. Event Segmentation Theory (EST) [2] (see
Glossary) proposes that perceptual systems spontaneously

segment activity into events as a side effect of trying to
anticipate upcoming information (see Box 1). When per-
ceptual or conceptual features of the activity change, pre-
diction becomes more difficult and errors in prediction
increase transiently. At such points, people update mem-
ory representations of ‘what is happening now’. The pro-
cessing cascade of detecting a transient increase in error
and updatingmemory is perceived as the subjective experi-
ence that a new event has begun.

Segmentation tasks
How can a researcher discover when a person perceives
that a new event has begun? One simple but surprisingly
powerful answer is simply to ask them, usually by having
them press a button [3]. Viewers tend to identify event
boundaries at points of change in the stimulus, ranging
from physical changes, such as changes in the movements
of the actors, to conceptual changes, such as changes in
goals or causes. To investigate movements of actors, New-
tson et al. [4] asked participants to segment movies of an
actor conducting everyday activities. The physical pose of
the actor was coded at one-second intervals. Event bound-
aries tended to be marked at larger changes in pose. Zacks
[5] extended this qualitative finding to a quantitative
analysis of movement variables in a set of studies using
simple animated stimuli. Event boundaries were predicted
by changes in movement parameters including the accel-
eration of the objects and their location relative to one
another (see also Ref. [6].) Larger physical changes have
been studied using commercial cinema as a stimulus, in
which the locations and temporal setting of characters can
change from shot to shot. In one study, such changes were
found to predict where viewers segmented Hollywood
movies [7]. Conceptual changes that are correlated with
event boundaries include changes in goals of actors, in
causal relations and in interactions amongst characters
[8,9].

Automatic event segmentation
Does asking people for conscious judgments about
event boundaries really tell us anything about ongoing
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Glossary

Event model: an actively maintained representation of the current event, which
is updated at perceptual event boundaries.
Event segmentation: the perceptual and cognitive processes by which a
continuous activity is segmented into meaningful events.
Temporal grain: events can be perceived on a range of temporal grains, or
timescales, from a second or less to tens of minutes.
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perception outside the laboratory? Event segmentation
tasks have good intersubjective agreement [10] and
reliability [11], which suggests they tap into ongoing pro-
cessing. Nonetheless, a basic limitation of directly applying
segmentation tasks is that they might interfere with the
ongoing perceptual processes they attempt to measure.
Stronger evidence that event segmentation is automatic
comes from implicit behavioral measures and from neuro-
physiological measures that require no overt task.

Reading-time evidence for automaticity of event
segmentation
Studies of the pace of reading during narrative text com-
prehension indicate that readers slow down at event
boundaries. These studies arise mostly from discourse
comprehension theories, which propose that readers con-
struct a series of mental models of a situation described by
a narrative. In the Structure Building Framework [12],

new mental models are initiated when the text refers to a
new set of people, places or things, when the action in the
text changes its temporal or spatial location, or when a new
causal sequence is initiated. In the Event Indexing Model
[13], new mental models are initiated when there is a
change in space, time, protagonist, objects, goals or causes.
When the changes identified by these models occur, read-
ers have been found to read more slowly. This is consistent
with the processing load hypothesis put forward by the
Event Indexing Model, which states that changes in situa-
tional features increase the difficulty of integrating newly
encountered information into the current mental model. In
one such study [14], participants read two literary narra-
tives one sentence at a time on a computer screen, and
reading timewas recorded. The texts were coded to identify
changes in time, space and causal contingency. Reading
time increased consistently at changes in time and cause;
reading time sometimes increased at spatial changes, but

Box 1. One step ahead of the game

Reacting quickly to changes is good – but anticipating them is better.
Humans and many other animals make predictions about the near
future when perceiving and acting. For example, when watching
someone wrap a present you can make precise predictions about the
trajectories of the arms based on the recent paths of the arms
combined with previously learned information about how bodies
typically move. Or, you can make broader predictions about
sequences of intentional actions based on the recent sequence of
actions combined with knowledge about present-wrapping and
inferences about the current goals of the actor. Sequential predictions
depend in part on a neural pathway involving the anterior cingulate
cortex, which might represent the disparity between predictions and
outcomes [54], and subcortical catecholamine nuclei, which might
broadcast error signals throughout the brain [55,56]. Event Segmen-
tation Theory (EST, [2]) proposes that the perception of event

boundaries arises as a side effect of using prediction for perception.
According to EST, perceivers form working memory representations
that capture ‘what is happening now’, called event models. When
predictions are accurate, event models are maintained in a stable
state to guide prediction, integrating information over the recent past.
When prediction errors transiently increase relative to their current
baseline, event models are updated based on currently present
information (Figure I). This updating affects what information is
currently actively maintained, and the transient increase in processing
during updating produces more robust encoding into long-term
memory. The error-based updating mechanism has been modeled in
a set of connectionist simulations [57]. If the environment contains
sequences of inputs that recur in the training set, the updating
mechanism can use such predictable sequential structure to improve
prediction.

Figure I. A schematic depiction of how event segmentation emerges from perceptual prediction and the updating of event models. (a) Most of the time, sensory and
perceptual processing leads to accurate predictions, guided by event models that maintain a stable representation of the current event. Event models are robust to
moment-to-moment fluctuations in the perceptual input. (b) When an unexpected change occurs, prediction error increases and this is detected by error monitoring
processes. (c) The error signal is broadcast throughout the brain. The states of event models are reset based on the current sensory and perceptual information
available; this transient processing is an event boundary. Prediction error then decreases and the event models settle into a new stable state.
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this depended on the previous knowledge of the reader and
task goals. More recent work has found that reading time
increases at shifts in characters and their goals [15,16].
Such results support the notion that reading times
increase at event boundaries because, as noted previously,
event boundaries are associated with changes in time,
space, causes, characters and goals. Although most read-
ing-time studies have not measured event segmentation,
two recent studies have directly compared event segmen-
tation and narrative reading time. In one [17], cues to event
boundaries were experimentally manipulated by changing
the temporal contiguity of events (Figure 1). Phrases
marking a temporal discontinuity (‘an hour later’)
increased the likelihood that a clause would be identified
as an event boundary during segmentation, and slowed
reading during self-paced comprehension. The second
study looked at the relation between event segmentation
and reading time correlationally [8]. Two groups of partici-
pants read narratives about a young boy. One group seg-
mented them into events; the other read them one clause at
a time while reading time was recorded. Clauses in which
more readers identified event boundaries produced longer
reading times. These results support the view that when
comprehenders encounter boundaries between events they
perform extra processing operations.

Neurophysiological evidence for automaticity of event
segmentation
Converging evidence for the automaticity of event segmen-
tation comes from noninvasive neurophysiological
measures, including functional magnetic resonance ima-
ging (fMRI) and electroencephalography (EEG). These

studies have been motivated by the hypothesis that if
the brain is undertaking processing that relates to event
boundaries, transient changes in brain activity should be
observed at those points in time corresponding to event
boundaries – whether or not you are attending to event
segmentation. In one study [18], participants passively
viewed short movies of everyday activities while their
brain activity was recorded with fMRI. During the initial
viewing and fMRI data recording, participants were asked
simply to watch the movies and try to remember as much
as possible. In the second phase of the experiment these
participants segmented the movies into events. Event
boundaries were associatedwith increases in brain activity
during passive viewing in bilateral posterior occipital,
temporal and parietal cortex and right lateral frontal
cortex. The posterior activation included the MT complex
[11], an area associated with the processing of motion [19].
A subsequent study using simple animations of geometric
objects found that activity in the MT complex was corre-
lated with the speed of motion of objects, and with the
presence of event boundaries [20].

Whereas most of the neurophysiological research on
event perception involves visual events, a new study by
Sridharan et al. [21] investigated the perception of event
structure in music. This study examined the extent to
which musically untrained listeners use transitions be-
tween movements to segment classical pieces into
coarse-grained events. A particular advantage in studying
musical movements is that they provide objective, norma-
tive events. As Figure 2 illustrates, two dissociable net-
works in the right hemisphere were selectively responsive
at transitions between movements: an early-responding

Figure 1. Temporal changes are perceived as event boundaries, and this affects working memory [17]. Participants read narratives containing sentences (marked here in
italics) that either indicated a significant interval of time had passed (‘an hour later’) or not (‘a moment later’). These temporal reference sentences often were identified as
event boundaries – particularly in the ‘hour later’ condition. Subsequent experiments assessed memory for objects mentioned before the temporal shift (creek, in this
example). Memory was tested in two ways: by measuring the time it took to read an anaphoric reference to the previously mentioned object, or by asking directly whether
the participant recognized the word as having been read. Bottom left: Sentences in the ‘hour later’ condition were read more slowly than the nearly identical ‘moment later’
versions. Bottom middle: Anaphoric references to previously mentioned objects were read more slowly in the ‘hour later’ condition. Bottom right: Recognition memory for
previously mentioned objects was less accurate in the ‘hour later’ condition. Such results indicate that working memory is updated at event boundaries. Error bars are
standard errors.
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ventral network that included the ventrolateral prefrontal
cortex and posterior temporal cortex, and a late-respond-
ing dorsal network that included the dorsolateral prefron-
tal cortex and posterior parietal cortex.

fMRI data also have provided evidence for automatic
event segmentation during reading. Speer et al. [22] got
participants to read narrative texts, one word at a time,
while brain activity was recorded with fMRI. Participants
subsequently segmented the texts into events. Brain
activity increased at the later-identified event boundaries
in a set of regions that corresponded substantially with the
regions that increased at event boundaries inmovies; these
included bilateral regions in medial posterior temporal,
occipital and parietal cortex, in the lateral temporal-par-
ietal and anterior temporal cortex, and in the right
posterior dorsal frontal cortex.

Converging with the fMRI data, recent experiments
using EEG indicate that perceptual processing is modu-
lated at event boundaries on an ongoing basis. In one set of
experiments [23], participants viewed movies of goal-
directed activities while undergoing EEG recording, after
which they segmented the movies into events. Evoked
responses were detected at frontal and parietal electrode
sites, and these responses were modulated by whether or
not participants were familiar with the movies themselves
or with the activities they depicted.

Finally, measurements of pupil diameter provide
further evidence that information processing increases
transiently after the perception of an event boundary.
Pupil diameter provides an online measure of cognitive
processing load, as demonstrated in studies using a variety
of motor and cognitive paradigms [24]. In one study [25],
participants viewed movies while their pupil diameters

and eye movements were recorded. They then segmented
the movies into events. Pupil diameter transiently
increased following those points that were later identified
as event boundaries. (Saccades also became more frequent
around event boundaries, which might reflect the reorient-
ing of viewers at the beginning of a new event.)

Together, the reading-time, neurophysiological and ocu-
lomotor data strongly suggest that there are transient
changes in brain activity correlated with the subjective
experience that one event has ended and another has
begun. We can be confident these effects are independent
of task demands such as the conscious intention to segment
activity or covert attention to the location of event bound-
aries, because for all the studies discussed here the crucial
reading-time or physiological data were collected before
participants were introduced to the event segmentation
task. An important question for ongoing research is: to
what extent do such effects reflect neural processing that
has a causal role in event segmentation, and to what extent
do they reflect processing that is correlated with the pre-
sence of event boundaries but not a cause or consequence of
event segmentation as such?

Hierarchical event perception
Events can be identified at a range of temporal grains, from
brief (fine-grained) to extended (coarse-grained). In goal-
directed human activity it is natural to think of such events
as being hierarchically organized, with groups of fine-
grained events clustering into larger units; this is partly
because actions are hierarchically organized by goals and
subgoals [1]. For example, the activity of making a sand-
wich includes the coarse-grained events of (i) removing
ingredients from the refrigerator, and (ii) assembling

Figure 2. The boundaries between musical movements elicited increased activity at a network of brain regions. (a) In Western concert music, symphonies are made up of
movements. The sound wave is plotted, and the breaks between movements are illustrated with red lines. In [21], musically untrained participants listened to two 8–10-min
segments of symphonies by William Boyce, consisting of movements lasting an average of 1 min and 10 s, while their brain activity was recorded using fMRI. (b) A ventral
network including the ventrolateral prefrontal cortex (VLPFC) and posterior temporal cortex (TEMPORAL) increased in activity first at movement boundaries. (c) A dorsal
network including the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC) and posterior parietal (PPC) increased in activity slightly later. Both networks were lateralized to the right
hemisphere. The authors interpreted these data by suggesting that the response of the ventral network reflected the processing of violations of musical expectancy,
whereas the response of the dorsal network reflected consequent top-down modulation of the processing of new musical information. Reproduced, with permission, from
[21].
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them. The event of assembling the ingredients, in turn,
might include subevents such as adding meat, adding
cheese and spreading mayonnaise. When understanding
activities, people seem spontaneously to track the hier-
archical grouping of events. Evidence for hierarchical
grouping has been found by asking a viewer or reader
to segment an activity twice, on different occasions, once
to identify coarse-grained event boundaries and once to
identify fine-grained boundaries. If coarse-grained events
subsume a group of finer-grained events, it would be
expected that each coarse event boundary would fall
slightly later in time than the fine event boundary to which
it is closest. That is exactly what is observed [26]. Hier-
archical dividing of coarse events into finer-grained events
also would predict that each coarse event boundary should
fall near one of the fine boundaries; this is also the case
[27].

Events on different temporal grains can be sensitive to
different features of activities. Running descriptions by
viewers of coarse- and fine-grained events in movies has
provided evidence for such differences [27]. Descriptions of
coarse-grained events focused on objects, using more pre-
cise nouns and less precise verbs. Descriptions of fine-
grained events focused on actions on those objects, using
more precise verbs but specifying the objects less precisely.
If different temporal grains depend on different features,
you would expect that segmentation of fine- or coarse-
grained events could be selectively impaired. Selective
impairments of coarse-grained segmentation have been
found in patients with frontal lobe lesions [28] and in
patients with schizophrenia [29] (Box 2).

Parsing ongoing activity into hierarchically organized
events and subevents might be important for relating
ongoing perception to knowledge about activities. Studies
of memory for events and story comprehension suggest
that people use hierarchically organized event representa-
tions (scripts or schemata) to understand a particular
activity in relation to similar previously experienced activi-
ties (see, e.g., Refs [30,31]). Infants as young as 12 months
seem to be sensitive to the hierarchical organization of
behavior [32,33] (Box 3) and non-human primates seem to
be sensitive to hierarchical organization in the behavior of
conspecifics such that they can use such organization to
learn manual skills [34]. Recent research has found that
learning of a new procedure by adults can be facilitated by
explicitly representing the hierarchical structure of the
activity, or impaired by misrepresenting that structure
[35]. Such learning might be related to the mechanisms
by which people form ‘chunks’ in semantic knowledge [36].
In sum, people seem to track the hierarchical structure of
activity during perception because this enables them to use
prior knowledge for understanding, and to adapt that prior
knowledge to learning new skills.

Memory for events
Event boundaries relate systematically to both the online
maintenance of information (working memory) and the
permanent storage of information for later retrieval (lo-
ng-term memory). According to EST [2], this is because
at event boundaries people update representations of
the current event, which frees information from working

Box 3. Developing into an adult event segmentation system

How does event segmentation emerge in early development? There
is evidence that some components of this ability are present at
10–11 months of life. The relevant studies have used two infant-
friendly paradigms: habituation paradigms, in which infants tend to
look longer at stimuli they perceive as more different from what
came just before; and cross-modal matching paradigms, in which
infants tend to look longer at visual stimuli that they perceive as
synchronized with auditory stimuli.

In one habituation experiment [58], infants as young as 6 months
were familiarized with displays in which a puppet jumped two or
three times; they then looked longer when tested on sequences with
a different number of jumps. In another habituation experiment [59],
10–11-month-old infants were familiarized with 4-s movies of
everyday actions, and then shown movies with 1.5-s still frames
inserted at different moments. They looked longer if the still frame
interrupted an intentional action than if it came at the completion of
the action.

In a study using the cross-modal matching paradigm [60], 10–11-
month-old infants simultaneously viewed two visual displays; in
each, an actor performed sequences of simple actions involving
objects in, on and next to containers. While both action displays
were simultaneously displayed, a series of tones sounded that were
synchronized to the boundaries between actions in one of the visual
displays. Infants looked longer at the display whose action
boundaries matched the tones.

By 12 months, infants seem to be sensitive to how sequences of
actions are grouped to achieve higher-level goals. In one habitua-
tion study [32], infants were familiarized to action sequences
involving pulling objects toward the experimenter. They then looked
longer at actions that were physically similar but not goal-
appropriate, compared with sequences that were physically dissim-
ilar but were goal-appropriate (see also Refs [61,62]). By 24 months,
toddlers clearly code action in terms of hierarchical goals, and this
affects memory recall [63].

Box 2. Event segmentation and neuropathology

Recent results suggest that event segmentation is impaired as a
result of frontal lobe lesions, schizophrenia and neuropathology
associated with aging. In a pair of studies by Zalla and colleagues
[27,28], participants segmented brief movies of everyday activities
and then completed recall and recognition memory tests. Compared
with controls, patients with frontal lobe lesions [27] and patients
with schizophrenia [28] were less likely to identify normative coarse-
grained units. The fine-grained segmentation of the patient groups
did not differ from that of the controls.

Zacks et al. [52] investigated the effect of aging and Alzheimer-
type dementia on event segmentation and event memory. Healthy
younger adults, healthy older adults and older adults with mild
dementia segmented movies of everyday activities. They then
completed a recognition memory test for pictures from each movie
and a test of order memory. Segmentation of older adults differed
more from group norms than did that of younger adults. This was
particularly pronounced for those with dementia, and held both for
fine- and coarse-grained segmentation. Older adults (particularly
those with dementia) also performed less well on the memory tests.
Moreover, those older adults who segmented less well also
remembered less.

One possibility is that damage to prefrontal cortex is the
common cause of impaired event segmentation in all three of
these groups. This could reflect selective damage to the neural
substrate of working memory representations of events (see
Box 1). Alternatively, the event segmentation impairments of
these groups could reflect damage to other mechanisms that
participate in event segmentation, such as perceptual processing
or error monitoring. Further studies including other conditions
such as Parkinson disease and obsessive-compulsive disorder will
help to improve our understanding of the causes of impairments
in event segmentation.
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memory, and orient to incoming perceptual information,
which encodes it particularly strongly for long-term mem-
ory. Evidence for working memory updating at event
boundaries comes from the comprehension of text narra-
tives, picture stories and cinema.

Working memory for events in text
Studies of memory access during text reading generally
have not directly measured event boundaries, but have
found evidence that those cues associated with event
boundaries reduce memory access. Memory for recently
mentioned objects is poorer after reading sentences that
indicate a shift in time or space [37–41]. As noted pre-
viously, one study [17] experimentally manipulated the
presence of event boundaries in narratives by varying the
passage of time indicated in an auxiliary phrase. As is
shown in Figure 1, implicit and explicit measures of mem-
ory indicated that information became less accessible fol-
lowing a time shift.

Working memory for events in pictures
Gernsbacher [42] got participants to identify episode
boundaries in a picture story. New participants then
viewed the picture story, and from time to time were
probed to discriminate pictures that had recently been
presented in the story from pictures that were left–right
reversed. Recognition was better for images from within
the current episode than for images from the previous
episode, indicating that some of the surface information
in the pictures was less available once a new event had
begun.

Working memory for events in cinema and virtual
reality
Converging with the results from text and picture stories,
experiments looking at recognition memory for objects in
cinema and virtual reality indicate thatworkingmemory is
updated at event boundaries. In one recent study [43],
participants navigated in a virtual reality environment,
and memory for recently appearing objects was tested.
Memory was reduced after walking through a door into
an adjacent room – a probable event boundary. In another
recent set of studies [44], participants viewed excerpts
from movies that were occasionally interrupted by recog-
nition memory tests for objects that had been on the screen
five seconds previously. The information that participants
could retrieve about these objects differed systematically
depending on whether an event boundary had occurred
during those five seconds. Further, neuroimaging data
suggested that the basis for responding also differed:
retrieval of information about objects from within the
current event selectively activated brain areas including
the bilateral occipital and lateral temporal cortices and the
right inferior lateral frontal cortex, whereas retrieval of
information about objects from the previous event selec-
tively activated brain areas including the medial temporal
cortex and medial parietal cortex. The medial temporal
regions correspond to the hippocampal formation, which is
known to have a key role in long-termmemory storage and
retrieval [45]. This is consistent with the hypothesis that
participants depended preferentially on working memory

for within-event retrieval and shifted to long-termmemory
for across-event retrieval – although the information to be
retrieved was only a few seconds old.

Long-term memory for events
Of course, the core function of long-term memory is to
support access to information over much longer delays.
Evidence from tests in which participants retrieve infor-
mation over delays of minutes to hours indicates that event
boundaries serve as anchors in long-term memory. Recog-
nition memory for pictures drawn from event boundaries
has been found to be better than memory for pictures
drawn from points between the boundaries [46]. Manip-
ulations that affect the perception by viewers of the
locations of event boundaries in a film also affect their
memory for the film when tested later. Boltz [47] got
participants to watch feature films with or without
embedded commercials. The commercials were inserted
at event boundaries, or between event boundaries.Memory
for the activity was better for movies without commercials
and for movies in which commercials were inserted at
event boundaries. Similarly, Schwan and Garsoffky [48]
got participants to view movies of everyday events with or
without deletions. The deletions were either of segments of
time surrounding an event boundary, or segments of time
within an event. The researchers found that recall was
better for events when there were no deletions and when
the deletions were of segments within an event, preserving
the event boundaries. Segmentation grain has also shown
an impact on memory: recall for details is better after fine-
grained segmentation than after coarse-grained segmenta-
tion [49–51].

If event boundaries serve as anchors for long-term
memory encoding, then individuals who segment an
activity effectively should have better later memory for
it. As described in Box 2, recent evidence supports this
hypothesis [52].

How does segmentation help?
Why do people segment ongoing activity into events?
Segmentation results from the continual anticipation
of future events. This anticipation enables you adap-
tively to encode structure from the continuous percep-
tual stream, to understand what an actor will do next,
and to select your own future actions [53]. Segmentation
simplifies, enabling you to treat an extended interval of
time as a single chunk. If you segment well, this chunk-
ing saves on processing resources and improves compre-
hension. However, to segment well, you must identify the
correct units of activity – the correct events. One possible
mechanism for identifying events is to monitor your
ongoing comprehension and break activity into units
when comprehension begins to falter (Box 1). Once
events have been individuated you can start to learn
to recognize sequences of events and plan reactions
based on such sequences. Grouping fine-grained events
hierarchically into larger units enables you to learn not
just rote one-after-the-other relations but more complex
ones. One such relation is partial ordering, which is
ubiquitous in problem-solving and planning. Think of
baking a cake, where there are several different orders
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in which you could mix the ingredients, but all those
steps must be complete before the cake goes in the oven.

Events segmented during perception also can form the
units for memory encoding, enabling you to store compact
representations of extended activities. Identifying the cor-
rect events facilitates memory, much as it is easier to
remember a sequence of vocalizations if it comes from a
language you know, enabling you to segment it into words,
clauses and sentences.

Event segmentation is automatic and important for
perception, comprehension, problem-solving and memory
(See Box 4 for open questions). None of this would be true if
the structure of the world were not congenial to segmenta-
tion. If sequential dependencies were not predictable, if
activity were not hierarchically organized, there would be
no advantage to imposing chunking and grouping on the
stream of behavior. In this regard, as in many others,
human perceptual systems seem to be specialized infor-
mation-processing devices that are tuned to the structure
of their environment.
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